You’ll be amazed at how easy it is to be in touch with your own guardian angel and how much assistance you can receive simply by asking. This inspirational book, written for all faiths and beliefs, will explain how there is a more benevolent world that we can access, and how we can achieve this. In *The Gentle Way: A Self-Help Guide for Those Who Believe in Angels* Tom T. Moore will explain how to:

- Put yourself back in touch with your guardian angel;
- Strengthen your spiritual beliefs;
- Have more fun and less stress in your life;
- Lower the “fear factor” in everyday living;
- Have the confidence to travel and work in safety.
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“In his inspirational new book, *The Gentle Way: A Self-Help Guide for Those Who Believe in Angels*, Tom T. Moore tells us that he has discovered an easier path in life that we can all take to reap great benefits on a daily basis. We too can contact our guardian angel and achieve benevolent outcomes for every aspect of our lives, from our business dealings to our personal family relationships. Moore isn’t interested in proving to us that his techniques work. He shows us how we can prove [that benevolent outcomes work] for ourselves through direct experience.”

—Brad and Sherry Steiger, authors of *Real Angels, Guiding Spirits* and *Heavenly Hosts*

**Tom T. Moore** is an entertainment industry executive who for the past ten years has integrated requests for assistance from his guardian angel into his business and personal life. He estimates that he has requested this assistance between 10,000 and 15,000 times in a very specific way that gives immediate feedback of his angel’s presence.


Backed by a national publicity and promotion campaign, including a book tour. Cities included are: Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Austin, Atlanta, Philadelphia, New York, Denver, Kansas City and St. Louis, with others to be added.